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Most people think of asset management as an act of managing a person's cash and investments, usually by a financial services company. For businesses, asset management means something quite different. In general, it is the act of tracking all things of value to the organization, so that
assets are developed, operated, maintained and disposed of as cost-effective as possible. Asset management is an act of managing the organization's physical assets so that nothing is wasted, nothing sits idle and everything that needs to be upgraded is upgraded. For businesses, asset
management is the operation of managing your organization's assets so that they serve as cost-effectively as possible. Asset Management is engaged in tracking, maintaining and upgrading key assets to ensure that everything owned by the company is best used. Companies with good
asset management procedures track everything from conception to the operating life of the property to its dumping phase. The company understands the location, use and state of asset repair so that nothing sits idle. Asset management is a method of adding value to an organization by
managing assets to be more efficient, reliable, or cheaper. This allows the business to see at a glance what assets it has, where they are located, that they are in pure condition and that they are older and need some work. This data allows the business to plan acquisitions, schedule
maintenance, and understand the value of assets on its balance sheet. With better data on how it uses physical assets, a company can estimate the output of its assets against maintenance costs, so that it understands the right moment to exchange assets versus repairing them. Good
asset management procedures offer many benefits, including: more predictable and sustained cash flows since assets are being put to consistent and optimal use throughout their useful lives. A recent understanding of the value of assets on the balance sheet. An accurate record of quantity
so as not to duplicate the purchase of the equipment you already have. Discipline maintenance through planned preventive maintenance. Examining the execution of assets with other companies. Track the depreciation status of each asset so you know what to report your tax returns on. As
a strategy, it is particularly effective in difficult times when a society has to make out of all the resources it has. Asset management can be tricky if you're disorganized. That's why many companies use specialist technology platforms to better label assets and analyze the risks associated with
their asset inventory. The software solutions are as wide as they are long, so be sure to shop around the right solution. As a minimum, you'll need software that supports your basic inventory in multiple locations, tracks purchases and disposals, and prepares reports to identify assets during
tax preparation. Popular cloud hosted As a panda property allows you to track inventory from anywhere on mobile devices your team already uses, and you can access support via phone and email. EZ Office Inventory is another comprehensive solution that supports all levels of purchase,
giving SMEs the asset tracking solution they need. In building management, your assets are indispensable. After all, you can't effectively clean a site without a bulldozer, you can't quickly cut wood without a circular saw, and you can't easily share documents and photos with stakeholders
without computers. Assets allow a project, and if you don't manage those assets correctly, you risk running into problems that can return the project or erase your profit margins. As everyone in construction project management knows, it happens all the time — and it's never a good feeling.
If you were ever frustrated with a backhoe that wasn't available when your team needed it, or overspending on tools you ultimately didn't need, it's time to take care of asset management. This guide will help you understand what this process entails and what strategies will make it work for

you. Overview: What is Building Asset Management? Construction Asset Management refers to the process of tracking equipment, vehicles, computers and facilities on a work site. This is a subset of building resource management, which includes all the resources used by a construction
company and not just assets. Because properties are the driving force behind work site activity, construction managers must manage them effectively to eliminate waste and make sure workers have access to the right properties at the right time. This will prevent cost increases and
construction schedule delays. Types of properties under construction construction properties come in many shapes and sizes, but they usually have one thing in common: they are a non-persalable object needed to complete the project.1 Construction equipment Construction equipment
represents the dollar assets that companies use to do the heavy work on a work site such as cranes, bulldozers, diggers, backhoes, excavations, floor tiles, and a series of other special equipment, depending on what kind of construction work is done. The size, value and use of fuel in these
properties make them particularly important to manage.2 While you may be tempted to lump all wheeled properties with construction equipment, you should keep vehicles such as cars and trucks separate, especially if they are used off-site for errands or general transportation.3. Computers
In rare cases under construction, computers are everywhere in today's workplaces. Whether you're talking about office computers, tablets or even mobile phones and wearable electronics, computers should be carefully managed due to no Value and importance but due to cybersecurity
concerns.4. Tools you may be tempted to skip monitoring any hammer or screwdriver in your arsenal, but if an employee needs a tool to complete a project and has to go look for it, it costs you precious working hours over the life of a project. By keeping the tools inventory accurate and
tracking their usage, you can make sure your employees have everything they need at the right time. Also, some special tools are expensive and insured and should only be tracked for this reason.5 Facilities at each work site have small facilities to help employees do their jobs such as
caravans, portable toilets, and laundry stations. These are also assets and should be tracked as part of your asset management plan.5 Asset management strategies for building societies When it comes to managing these resources to maximize efficiency, these five strategies are critical.1.
SoftwareAsset management of usage becomes complicated quickly, and given how important it is to your bottom line, you should use special software instead of relying on spreadsheets. Today's construction management software uses GPS equipment tracking to tell you where each
property is, allows employees to schedule them in and out, and searches for many other tasks that would be just too simple for an administrator to manually track. There is free asset tracking software, although you will need to do so without the more advanced tools. Tip: Blueprint surveyed
the top construction management software and equipment tracking options. Check some of them to see how they manage assets and determine if they're right for your business.2. Track the life of your assetsAssets create another challenge that work, materials, and other resources do not,
and you need to track their lifespan and plan accordingly. Assets are only useful for a particular time frame, and life varies greatly depending on the type of property and the adability in which they are used. By accurately predicting the life of the property, you can understand when new
equipment will be needed. This will help avoid lag time between when the equipment breaks down and when you get replaced. It can also prevent safety incidents caused by aging equipment. Tip: Consider the total costs of the lifecycle in addition to the purchase price. Determine how much
fuel the property will use, how much you spend each month in maintenance and anything else you can think of.3. Making someone responsible for the property by making a person responsible for maintaining and using the property will make it easier to track. If you have a three-employee
team that uses the backhoe regularly, for example, assign the most senior employee the responsibility for checking fuel levels, meet the maintenance schedule, and registration hours. Create a guide on how to do this, or provide access to your software to help it do so. Tip: Set up a
permanent customer Schedule with the intended individual. Make the information you want to be represented, such as usage logs and maintenance events. Follow up and meet with the same person on assigned dates to make sure they are tracking equipment and other assets as agreed.4
Review properties regularly as the building manager, the dollar stops with you. Now that you've assigned people to track your assets and drafted a plan that takes life expectancy into account, you should review your assets on a regular basis to determine that they're maintained and are
diminished at the rate you expected. If you find irregularities, understand why and whether you need to make changes — either in your process or to your expectations. Tip: Create a checklist to increase the effectiveness of your review. Set aside a few hours every few weeks or so to go
through the work site checklist. Assigns additional time to meetings with equipment managers if you encounter exceptions.5 Make adjustments If you closely monitor and review assets regularly, you'll notice a few things that need to change. Maybe the equipment is dropping at a faster rate
than expected, and there's nothing you can do but adjust your expectations in your next project plan. The equipment may be in the wrong place too frequently, and you need a software platform that wants a better job tracked. Either way, regularly make adjustments and change your actions
to improve your asset management. Tip: Dedicate a quarterly meeting to talk about the asset management plan with stakeholders and ways to brainstorm to improve it. Software will give you asset management ideas and a good way to figure out how to manage more efficiently is to see
how today's software does it. Give some construction software options to try and evaluate their asset management tools. See how their equipment tracking system works in monitoring equipment asset resources. Evaluate your own processes to identify differences in your approaches, and
make do with methods that work best for you and your business. Business.
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